
Restorative Justice Coalition advocates Sadie and Angel are hard-pressed to          
solve the racial and mental health disparities present in Tampa policing. So hard             
pressed, in fact, that the duo was ejected from what was intended to be a dialogue                
building meeting between themselves and Police Chief Brian Dugan. The duo, along            
with the rest of the Restorative Justice Coalition team and associates, stress that             
policing disparately impacts Black residents at a much higher rate than white residents.             
In Tampa, the disparity is astronomical. According to reports by the Florida Department             
of Law Enforcement, in the last five year trend, Black residents account for 54% of all of                 
Tampa Police Department’s arrests. The census, however, shows that Black residents           
only account for 26% of the city’s population total. As a result, Sadie and Angel               
informed Chief Dugan that this is a gross over-representation of Black arrestees verses             
Black residents. The dialogue was not well-received. Moments later, Sadie and Angel            
found themselves escorted out by a hostile chief, demanding he does not run a racist               
department. How dare these activists accuse him of such, which they hadn’t. All they              
had done was brought facts, figures and lived experiences.  

Mental health impacts millions of Americans across the country. Veterans who           
serve are at a higher risk, especially when it comes to post traumatic stress disorder. In                
a perfect world, all people would have equitable access to mental health care. But in the                
real world, many poor and disenfranchised people are excluded from the necessary            
treatment to survive. Black people are at a higher risk of exclusion from these services,               
due to both bias in the medical community and due to access limitations brought forth               
by the fact that Black people are 2 to 3 times more likely to be in poverty than their white                    
counterparts. On February 9, Sidney Richardson, 48, a Black veteran, visited the            
Tampa Police Department Patrol District 2, right by his home, to seek help for what he                
felt was a mental health episode. Although help was not given, the patrol district did               
take the time to call his family and put them on high alert. Despite this, the next day, on                   
February 10, the police out of Patrol District 2 responded to a distress call. It was                
Richardson with a machete in a room with a young family member. He was protecting               
his younger cousin from an older man who was trying to date her, according to a family                 
advocate. The Tampa Police say they ordered Richardson to drop the machete. He did              
not. They say they ordered him again and this time tased him but he still did not drop it.                   
Next thing you know, in front of a young family member, the police department shot him                
point blank in the head, ending his life. A man armed with a machete, but who was not                  
wielding it at anyone, was shot in cold blood. The young girl was not removed from the                 
room, implying her safety was not at risk. There is no evidence that Richardson              
threatened the police or ran toward them. Instead, he was having a post traumatic              
stress episode. Now, his life is lost and a family must grief and heal. 

But what about the story of Walter Jeziorski? In the early hours of March 19, the                
Tampa Police Department sought out to issue a warrant to Jeziorski in the Drew Park               
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area. According to a 9-1-1 call, Jeziorski was making serious threats to his family and               
friends in the neighborhood, which prompted the warrant search. News media reports            
indicate that two officers were injured this time, unlike in the case of Richardson. One               
officer was shot but is expected to recover, the other claims injuries but wasn’t shot.               
Accordingly, Jeziorski’s mother was on the phone with Jeziorski when she “convinced”            
him to just surrender to the Tampa Police Department. Although the article claims the              
officers did, in fact, return fire, it should be noted, Jeziorski has a mugshot. Jeziorski did                
not leave the incident in a body bag. Jeziorski still has an opportunity for restorative               
justice and an opportunity to visit his family and friends, heal and eventually change his               
life. This was not afforded to Richardson.  

The illusion of the threat of the Black criminal is a very real phenomenon in the                
United States, that dates as far back as the 1915 propaganda film Birth of a Nation,                
where a rabid Black male becomes a threat to white woman purity, only for her to be                 
saved by none other than the Ku Klux Klan. Many Americans, due to implicit bias and                
media messaging, believe Black people, especially Black men, are more likely to be a              
threat to their safety. This has become a widespread problem and permeates police             
departments nationwide. Unarmed Black men are killed at alarming rates annually,           
while white men, like Jeziorski run scot free and even unharmed.  

Mike Brown, 18, was fatally shot by the police in Ferguson after allegedly being              
involved in a corner store robbery (which has yet to be proven to be him and may have                  
been debunked). Regardless, robbery is not a death sentence. Unless you are the scary              
Black man facing off with the innocent, protector of the law known as the police.               
Terence Crutcher, 43, looked like a “bad dude” according to the police who shot him to                
his death, as he stood up with his heads emerged above his head. Philando Castile, 32,                
was a concealed carry permit holder when he was shot to death by an officer afraid of a                  
Black man with a gun, even though Castile was not wielding his gun at the time. He had                  
simply informed the officer, which is what he ought to do, that he had a concealed                
weapon and then paid the price for doing this as he reached for his driver license. It isn’t                  
just the Black male threat either, Black women are facing violence and death at the               
hands of our armed “protectors” at alarming rates as well. 

During the intense visitation with Chief Dugan, Dugan became more visibly           
agitated and uncomfortable the more Sadie spoke about implicit bias and racism in             
policing. Sadie, who is a Black woman, spoke in a calm, collected and professional              
tone, firm and to the point, as always. Despite this, Sadie was seen as an apparent                
threat to the Chief’s sensibilities. How dare a Black woman educate me about my              
department, he might have thought. Had Sadie “walked the line”, perhaps he wouldn’t             
have gotten so agitated and hostile. Or perhaps he would have. There’s almost no way               
to avoid aggression by police if you are Black. But what about white people? Angel was                
ejected too. Surely, it wasn’t a race issue, right? Wrong.  
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White people do face violence and death at the hands of policing. We are not               
going to deny that. It’s a fact that happens and shouldn’t happen either but does.               
However, the amount of white victims is astronomically lower than their Black            
counterparts, even in hostile cases with extreme violence. Police amazingly seem to be             
able to de-escalate in many cases where a white man, who is the most likely individual                
in the country to commit violence, is in commission of a crime. Dylann Roof, 23,               
tragically took the lives of nine Black parishioners in Charleston, South Carolina, by             
utilizing an assault rifle against them while they attended a church session. Roof was              
not only arrested, he was given a bullet proof vest and a stop to Burger King on the way                   
to jail. Talk about de-escalation. By Roof’s own admission, this was an act of terrorism               
based on race, but yet, the media does not call Roof a thug or a terrorist. That is                  
reserved for people like Richardson or Brown. Nikolas Cruz, 19, took out 17 lives in               
Parkland, Florida in a tragic assault on humanity. Right now, prosecutors are seeking             
the death penalty for Cruz. Once again, the police were able to de-escalate an armed,               
violent, raging, angry suspect, who once again happens to be white. It is beyond the               
point of a coincidence. This is pure, unadulterated racism permeating through the guns             
of our police officers. The fact is, unarmed Black men are more likely to face their                
demise through police officer violence than armed and dangerous white men. Implicit            
bias is only the beginning of the problem. Implicit bias is only the early root that allows                 
for society to take a blind eye to these tragedies.  

Had Restorative Justice Coalition not been kicked out of that meeting, they would             
have asked the Chief to consider implementing the demands of Control The Patrol.             
They would have called for an intensive implicit bias training program, provided by an              
outside expert, that would be performed annually and a requirement for all police             
officers. Implicit bias training has been shown to reduce, but not eliminate, biased             
policing. Cultural competency training, tied with implicit bias training, may help even            
more. Tampa’s body camera policy is incredibly weak; allowing for too many loopholes             
and rendering them ineffective. If regulated properly, they could reduce biased policing            
and use-of-force according to a USF study. Another call Control The Patrol would have              
demanded was to reform the use-of-force policy, as Tampa’s policy is weak according             
to Campaign Zero. These solutions alone will not fully end biased policing but they              
could build a groundwork to reforming and transforming police departments to a point             
where they are positively unrecognizable. No one in our community should feel content             
with this level of biased policing, which is harming Black and brown men like Robert               
Washington and taking out the lives of even children like Andrew Joseph III. It’s time for                
it to stop. It’s time to listen to our friends like Sadie, no matter how uncomfortable it                 
makes us. Because with discomfort is growth. We are urging you to sign our petition               
and to call the Mayor and demand police accountability now.  
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